Background

Protecting backups from ransomware

The video on this topic can be found at https://youtu.be/xTSpDBfxS50

In 2020, the cost of ransomware attacks was
more than $20 billion - over twice as much as
just two years earlier1. The average cost due
to downtime is $283,000 - per victim2. While
ransomware attacks used to be rather broad and
without a defined target, there are now much more
precise attacks where the ransomware attack
is sometimes even only a part of the attack.

Below you will learn how current
ransomware mutations also attack
backups and what countermeasures you
can take to protect against data loss.
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The motivation behind a ransomware attack
In 2021, ransomware remains an ever-increasing threat.
In 2020, a frightening record was set in the IT world with
more than 20,000 new reports of security vulnerabilities.
Among other things, the new era of the home office shaped by COVID-19 is partly responsible for this, which led
to a 50 percent increase in vulnerabilities in mobile devices,
making companies more vulnerable to cyberattacks3.
However, it is no longer just companies and enterprises
that have to fear ransomware attacks. In recent months,

there has been an increase in attacks on critical infrastructure, such as healthcare. In a survey of 130 hospitals and
healthcare organizations, nearly half said they had to shut
down their networks in the first half of 2021 due to ransomware4. Meanwhile, ransomware claims are also reaching
new highs.Cyber insurance company Coalition found that
the average ransomware claim against its policyholders
rose to $1.2 million per claim in the first half of 2021, up
from „only“ $450,000 in the first half of 20205.
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Target areas for ransomware

Exemplarische Darstellung einer IT-Infrastruktur mit Backup

The classic IT infrastructure consists, for example, of computers, virtual machines, file servers and other hardware in
the network. It contains a wide variety of data types that
place different demands on storage. These different structures result in different security levels. An infrastructure that
is not adequately secured by firewalls etc. provides entry
gates for attackers.
Backups protect against data loss in the IT infrastructure.
Here, too, there are various backup targets that are used
to different extents depending on the type of data and the
requirements:

◼ Local/SAN: Storage directly connected to the backup
server
◼ NAS: Storage connected to the backup server via the
network
◼ Tape/VTL: A (virtual) tape library whose (real or virtual)
storage units can be ejected and in some cases also
physically removed (Air Gap)
◼ Object Store (e.g. S3): Highly scalable storage that can
exist locally (on premises) or with a service provider
(cloud)

The „classic“ ransomware attack via infrastructure
In the case of a ransomware attack via a PC, one of the
key factors is what rights the user has. Many companies
often grant full admin rights by default, which also includes
access to parts or all of IT, especially for management or
department heads.

After this large-scale encryption, it is necessary to identify
the path via which the ransomware infiltrated the system
and what exactly was infected and encrypted. In this
scenario, backups via (virtual) tape libraries and object
storage offer a way out of the situation.

Assuming that the user has a high level of authorization,
the attack surface of the ransomware is as follows:
◼ The ransomware attacks and infects all devices that can
be reached over the network. This starts with shares
on other PCs, filers, shares on hardware components
and then can spread further to the backup server and
its local and NAS storage. Subsequently, all data on the
infected devices is encrypted.

The attack usually occurs via individual users/PCs

„Classic“ ransomware attacks infect and encrypt everything accessible on the network

The targeted ransomware attack against the backup

Targeted attacks first spy on access rights and then first infect backups

If it is a targeted attack in combination with ransomware, the attackers‘ goal is to first damage the backup
structure to such an extent that it can no longer be restored. Only then is the normal IT attacked in order to conceal
the attack as long as possible. Users or admins are forced
to pay ransom to regain access to their data.

◼ A major advantage of the (virtual) tape library turns out
to be a disadvantage in this scenario: everything can
be controlled and managed via the backup software.
Mounted media can be completely deleted relatively
easily. This means that only mounted media are protected from attacks.

◼ Here, too, the attack is usually carried out via individual
users or PCs. Unlike a classic ransomware attack, the
targeted attack does not begin with the broad distribution of the malware, but with the exploration of the customer‘s infrastructure. The key component for the highest
possible level of infection is the Active Directory, which
is used to centrally manage all user rights.

◼ Access rights to object storage are usually not quite as
easy to identify. However, once IDs, access keys and
secrets have been found, access can be used to delete
entire buckets.

◼ If the attacker gains access to an AD admin account
(also known as a „golden ticket“, i.e. master key), the
entire infrastructure is open.
◼ First, the backup server and its local and NAS storage
are infected.

◼ Only after encryption or deletion of all accessible
backups is the final step to encrypt the rest of the IT
infrastructure.
After such a „successful“ attack, there is now no way to
access or recover data.

Securing the backup
To protect against this type of attack, several modifications
in the system are suitable. In short, all accesses that serve
to secure data must be separated from the general rights
management and additionally secured.
◼ On the one hand, it is recommended that the NAS
storage is not mounted directly as a drive in the backup
infrastructure and that it is not run via Active Directory,
but rather - to create one more hurdle - that a separate
access, including a protected UNC path known only to
the backup software, is generated for it.

For NAS storage, FAST LTA works with snapshots. These
can be created manually or automatically and continuously by the system itself. Once created, the snapshots are
generated purely within the system and cannot be controlled externally, i.e. via the path of the backup software. The
Object Store also offers the option of protecting data from
deletion. Instead of protecting individual objects via Object
Lock, FAST LTA also uses Continuous Snapshots here,
which protect the entire bucket (immutability).

◼ The management of NAS and object storage must also
be moved to separate users, independent of AD, who
only have access to the system via two-factor authentication (2FA). Only the admin with the right token has
access to the snapshot and can modify it or stop as
well as resume the snapshot logic.
◼ If an attack on NAS or S3 storage does occur, mechanisms that can be managed within the storage and not
from the outside help to protect the data.

The separation and additional protection of backup storage protects against attacks

In case of emergency, NAS , offline media and object stores can no longer be infected

Assuming the modifications made, an offline medium of
the (Virtual) Tape Library - tape or an ejected Silent Brick
-, the NAS storage and the object storage are available as
backup in the event of a targeted attack on the system.
Continuous Snapshot and Air Gap provide a combination
of ways to protect the backup against data loss.

All this is possible with FAST LTA‘s Silent Brick System.
Since the different areas have to fulfill different tasks and
requirements as mentioned at the beginning, there is a
suitable Silent Brick System for each area.

Silent Brick Flash

Silent Brick (VTL)

Silent Brick DS

Modern backup: Air Gap with Silent Bricks
Modern backup cannot do without Air Gap - but it can
do without tapes. With the Silent Brick System there is a
storage solution for all data protection requirements - archiving, backup and file server.

offline-capable removable media (Silent Brick and Silent
Brick Flash). Due to the individual configurability per Silent
Brick, all scenarios of modern data backup, including Air
Gap with media rotation and even hardware WORM sealing, can be realized.

The Silent Bricks, the actual storage units, are available in a
stationary version (Silent Brick DS) or as transportable and

Additional information:
» Fact check „What are the costs of a ransomware attack“ – https://fastlta.com/fact-check-ransomware
» Fact check „What does a secure backup cost“ – https://fastlta.com/fact-check-backup-cost
» FAST LTA Youtube channel – https://fastlta.com/youtube

Silent Brick Controller with 1x Silent Brick Flash and 1x Silent Brick,

next to it 1x Silent Brick (offline)

beneath Silent Brick DS
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